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Student exploration waves gizmo answer key activity a

Throughout this unit students have been defining and applying different concepts of simple harmonic movement in terms of pendulums and mass spring systems, so today I start giving students a pop quiz.   This short quiz is designed to formally assess whether students can calculate the frequency of the pendulum, determine the mass spring system
recovery force, and describe the frequency-time ratio. As we prepare for the AP Physics 1 exam, students receive the same equation sheet that the College Board provides during the AP test. After the students had about ten minutes to complete this quiz, I collected my papers at the lab table. Collecting documents in this way allows me to then pass the quiz
back so that no one gets my quiz and we can unofficially degree quiz as a class.  When we have class quizzes as a classroom, I ask students to submit every question up, down, or left vector. The up vector tells me that the student classification quiz is 90% sure that the answer is correct, down the vector tells me the grader is 90% sure the answer is wrong,
and the left vector tells me that the grader is sure of the correctness of the answer. I read the answers aloud from the answer key, allow students to make their vectors, and then remember the quiz. This informal classification option allows students to get a general idea of how they did the quiz because they see the right answers and can think about how they
responded to their quiz. These quizzes not only give me information about how well my students can define and describe a simple harmonic movement, but also allow me to segue into today's activities. As part of a simple harmonic motion pop quiz, students had to use the connection between period and frequency because this connection is included in the
wave features discussion today. After the class is over, I go through and regrade these quizzes to better provide feedback to each student.  Read To Easy Eight Student Exploration: Waves (ANSWER KEY) Download 1. A buoy is attached to the ocean floor. A big wave is approaching the buoy. How will the buoy move as the wave moves? 2. Two images
show lateral images of ocean waves. Like two sets of waves... More Read publication
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